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By studying various ways of describing the Narayana triangle, we provide a number
of generalizations of this triangle and study some of their properties. In some cases,
the diagonal sums of these triangles provide examples of Somos-4 sequences via their
Hankel transforms.
1 Introduction
The Narayana triangle, and the polynomials for which it is the coefficient array, have many
applications that span such areas as combinatorics [6, 10, 14, 19, 33, 35], probability [25,
34] and statistics [25, 34], random matrix theory [12, 13, 23] and wireless communications
[1, 17, 24, 38] . We have previously studied [1] methods to describe this triangle, or more
correctly, the three closely related triangles that are each commonly called the Narayana












the triangle N2 A090181 that has general term



































Thus N = N3 is the familiar “Pascal-like” triangle that begins
N3 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 3 1 0 0 0 . . .
1 6 6 1 0 0 . . .
1 10 20 10 1 0 . . .










We clearly have N(n, k) = N(n, n− k). A number triangle with this property will be called
“Pascal-like”. Some generalizations of the Narayana numbers have been studied for instance
in [35].
During this paper, we will use the following notational conventions. For an integer
sequence an, that is, an element of ZN, the power series f(x) =
∑∞
k=0 akx
k is called the
ordinary generating function or g.f. of the sequence. an is thus the coefficient of x
n in
this series. We denote this by an = [x
n]f(x). For instance, Fn = [x
n] x
1−x−x2 is the n-th





is the n-th Catalan number A000108.





is called the exponential generating function or e.g.f. of
the sequence. We use the notation 0n = [xn]1 for the sequence 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , A000007. Thus





. Here, we have used the Iverson bracket notation [16], defined by
[P ] = 1 if the proposition P is true, and [P ] = 0 if P is false.
For a power series f(x) =
∑∞
n=0 anx
n with f(0) = 0 we define the reversion or composi-
tional inverse of f to be the power series f̄(x) such that f(f̄(x)) = x. We sometimes write
f̄ = Revf .
The Hankel transform [8, 22] of a sequence an is the sequence hn = |ai+j|0≤i,j≤n. For
certain sequences, this may be calculated by means of continued fraction representations
[20, 21]. We shall use continued fractions [3, 39] extensively in what follows. We also use
some moment or integral representations of sequences, which derive for instance from the
























We shall have occasion to use the language of Riordan arrays in this note. The Riordan
group [29, 32] is a set of infinite lower-triangular integer matrices, where each matrix is defined
by a pair of generating functions g(x) = 1 + g1x + g2x
2 + . . . and f(x) = f1x + f2x
2 + . . .
where f1 ̸= 0 [32]. The associated matrix is the matrix whose i-th column is generated by
g(x)f(x)i (the first column being indexed by 0). The matrix corresponding to the pair f, g
is denoted by (g, f) or R(g, f). The group law is then given by
(g, f) ∗ (h, l) = (g(h ◦ f), l ◦ f).
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The identity for this law is I = (1, x) and the inverse of (g, f) is (g, f)−1 = (1/(g ◦ f̄), f̄)
where f̄ is the compositional inverse of f . Also called the reversion of f , we will use the
notation f̄ = Rev(f) as well.
If M is the matrix (g, f), and a = (a0, a1, . . .)
′ is an integer sequence with ordinary gener-
ating function A (x), then the sequence Ma has ordinary generating function g(x)A(f(x)).
The (infinite) matrix (g, f) can thus be considered to act on the ring of integer sequences
ZN by multiplication, where a sequence is regarded as a (infinite) column vector. We can
extend this action to the ring of power series Z[[x]] by
(g, f) : A(x) −→ (g, f) · A(x) = g(x)A(f(x)).
By an abuse of language, if an has g.f. A(x) and bn has g.f. g(x)A(f(x)), we may also write
(g, f) · an = bn.
Example 1. The binomial matrix B is the element ( 1
1−x ,
x






. More generally, Bm is the element ( 1
1−mx ,
x
1−mx) of the Riordan











The row sums of the matrix (g, f) have generating function





while the diagonal sums of (g, f) have generating function g(x)/(1− xf(x)).
In similar fashion we can also define exponential Riordan arrays [g, f ], using the e.g.f
[4, 9] instead of the ordinary generating function. For instance, the identity matrix is given
by [1, x] and the binomial matrix is given by [ex, x].
If an is the sequence a0, a1, a2, . . . with g.f. f(x), then the sequence a0, 0, a1, 0, a2, 0, . . .
with g.f. f(x2) is called the aeration of an.
Many interesting examples of number triangles, including Riordan arrays, can be found in
Neil Sloane’s On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [30, 31]. Sequences are frequently
referred to by their OEIS number. For instance, the matrix B is A007318. We observe that
the Narayana triangles are not Riordan arrays.
2 Trinomials and the Narayana triangle
In order to explore how we might generalize the Narayana triangle N , we start with the
following observation concerning powers of trinomials [27].






Proof. We first calculate T (n, k). We have


















































































To do this, we will show that the coefficients of powers of α are equal on both sides of the





















n− 2k + 2j








n− 2(k − j)









n− k − u
)
αu, u = k − j.















































































1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 4 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 9 9 1 0 0 0 . . .
1 16 34 16 1 0 0 . . .
1 25 90 90 25 1 0 . . .




















rk−j, such as the numbers 1, 4, 34, 328, . . . for r = 2 above.





































In order to relate the foregoing to the Narayana triangle, we use an “umbral” [28] ap-






















































































































































n− j − k + j
2k − 2j − k + j
)
1






































n− k + j












n− k + j
)(








































































































Many interesting results about the Narayana triangle may be deduced from the above. An
example is the following integral representation of the central coefficients of the Narayana

















1, 3, 20, 175, 1764, 19404, 226512, 2760615, 34763300, . . .
7















We have thus established that the Narayana triangle is intimately connected to the se-
quence of Catalan numbers. We now generalize this construction to general integer sequences
an with a0 = 1. Thus if we are given an integer sequence (an)n≥0 with a0 = 1, we define the












to be the generalized Narayana triangle associated to an.
Example 9. an = 0
n, with term 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .. We have seen that the generalized Narayana
triangle associated to 0n is Pascal’s triangle.
Example 10. an = 2
n. We have already met this example, where













































































































1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 3 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 6 6 1 0 0 0 . . .
1 10 20 10 1 0 0 . . .
1 15 50 50 15 1 0 . . .










Note theN has row [1, 21, 105, 175, 105, 21, 1] where this triangle has [1, 21, 105, 173, 105, 21, 1].
This triangle is A162745.
3 Continued fractions









1− · · ·
.
This can also be expressed as
gN(x, y) =
1− x(1 + y)−
√
1− 2x(1 + y) + x2(1− y)2
2x2y
. (4)
For our purposes, we find it easier to work with another continued fraction. Thus we have
Proposition 13. The bivariate generating function of the Narayana triangle may be ex-
pressed in continued fraction form as:
gN(x, y) =
1
1− x− xy −
x2y
1− x− xy −
x2y
1− x− xy − . . .
. (5)
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Proof. We may solve the equation
u(x, y) =
1
1− x− xy − x2yu(x, y)
to obtain the corresponding closed form. We find
u(x, y) = gN(x, y).






















1− . . .
,
where in this case, αn = 1 for n ≥ 1. These coefficients αn = 1 are reproduced in equation
(5) as the coefficients of x2y.








1− . . .
,
then we define as the generalized Narayana triangle associated to ga the number triangle
with bivariate generating function given by
1
1− x− xy −
α1x
2y
1− x− xy −
α2x
2y
1− x− xy − . . .
. (6)
We call sequences with generating functions of the above form ga(x) “Catalan-like”.
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For such “Catalan-like” sequences, there is a binomial transform interpretation to this bi-
variate continued fraction. We can write it in the form
1










1− x(1 + y)− . . .
which can then [3] be regarded as the (1 + y)-th binomial transform of the aeration of the










1− . . .
.
We can for instance easily characterize the row sums of these generalized Narayana triangles.
Proposition 14. Let Na be the generalized Narayana triangle of the Catalan-like sequence
an. Then the row sums of Na are the second binomial transform of the aeration of an.








1− 2x− . . .
The result follows immediately from [3].
Obviously, the row sums of the second inverse binomial transform of a generalized
Narayana triangle Na, that is, of the triangle B
−2Na, are equal to the aeration of an. We
note that this triangle, up to signs, is also Pascal-like. The triangle B−1Na is of a specific
shape, typified by B−1N = B−1NC :
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 3 1 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 2 6 1 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 10 10 1 0 . . .










where we see the aeration of the defining sequence appearing in the (2n, n)-positions. It is
clear that the row sums of this triangle will be the binomial transform of the aeration of the
11
defining sequence (in this case, we get the Motzkin numbers A001006). The triangle B−1Na








1− xy − . . .
.













1− . . .
.
The corresponding generalized Narayana triangle thus has generating function
g(x, y) =
1
1− x− xy −
2x2y
1− x− xy −
x2y
1− x− xy −
x2y
1− x− xy − . . .
.










1− 2x(1 + y) + x2(1− y)2
.
Proof. We obviously have
g(x, y) =
1
1− x− xy − 2x2ygN(x, y)
.











where Pn is the n-th Legendre polynomial.



















1− . . .
,
with coefficient pattern (2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, . . .). The corresponding generalized Narayana
triangle thus has generating function
gS(x, y) =
1
1− x− xy −
2x2y
1− x− xy −
x2y
1− x− xy −
2x2y
1− x− xy − . . .
.
This triangle begins 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 4 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 9 9 1 0 0 0 . . .
1 16 36 16 1 0 0 . . .
1 25 100 100 25 1 0 . . .









We can obtain gS(x, y) in closed form by solving the equation
gS(x, y) =
1
1− x− xy −
2x2y
1− x− xy − x2ygS(x, y)
.
Example 19. The double factorials (2n− 1)!! = (2n)!
n!2n








1− . . .
.
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The triangle associated to this generating function thus has bivariate generating function
1
1− x− xy −
2x2y
1− x− xy −
3x2y
1− x− xy −
4x2y
1− x− xy − . . .
.
This triangle begins 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 3 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 6 6 1 0 0 0 . . .
1 10 21 10 1 0 0 . . .
1 15 55 55 15 1 0 . . .










The row sums of this triangle are A005425 with e.g.f. e2x+x
2/2. The triangle has e.g.f.
ex+xy+yx


































We thus associate to it the triangle with bivariate generating function
1
1− x− xy −
x2y
1− x− xy −
x2y




This can be expressed as
(1− x− xy)3
1− 4x(1 + y) + x2(6 + 11y + 6y2)− 2x3(2 + 5y + 5y2 + 2y3) + x4(1 + 3y + 3y2 + 3y3 + y4)
.
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It is natural to ask if these two notions of generalized Narayana triangle coincide. That
the answer is in the affirmative follows from the following theorem.








1− . . .
,
which may be finite or infinite. Then the generalized Narayana triangle associated to ga with
bivariate generating function
1
1− x− xy −
α1x
2y
1− x− xy −
α2x
2y
1− x− xy − . . .














1− x(1 + y)−
α1x
2y
1− x(1 + y)−
α2x
2y
1− x(1 + y)− . . .
which is thus seen to be the g.f. of the (1 + y)-th binomial transform of
√
yn times the






1− . . .
.




























4 Diagonal sums of triangles









1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 17, 37, 82, 185, 423, 978, 2283, . . .
(A004148) have important applications in the area of secondary RNA structures [26]. By
our results above, we see that this sequence has generating function
gN(x, x) =
1− x− x2 −
√
1− 2x− x2 − 2x3 + x4
2x3
which can be expressed in continued fraction form as
gN(x, x) =
1
1− x− x2 −
x3
1− x− x2 −
x3
1− x− x2 − . . .
.
The Hankel transform (hn)n≥0 of this sequence is the periodic sequence A046980 which begins
1, 1, 0,−1,−1,−1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0,−1,−1,−1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0,−1,−1, . . . ,
with generating function 1+x−x
3
1+x4
. This sequence, for those terms for which it makes sense,




























The generating function of this sequence A051286, which begins
1, 1, 2, 5, 11, 26, 63, 153, 376, 931, 2317, . . . ,
is given by
1√











or in continued fraction form, as
1
1− x− x2 −
2x3
1− x− x2 −
x3
1− x− x2 − . . .
.
Its Hankel transform hn A174882 begins

















, n ≥ 4.
We note in passing that the sequence given by the logarithms (to base 2) of |hn| is the
sequence (see A098181) that begins
0, 0, 1, 3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 8, 8, 9, 11, 12, . . .
with generating function x
2(1+x)





















Note that using the language of Riordan arrays, we have the following expressions for the
generating function of the diagonal sums:
1√



























1 + rx+ x2
,
x
1 + rx+ x2
)
· [un](1 + (r + 1)u+ u2)n,
for any integer r.
Example 25. We consider the generalized Narayana triangle associated to 2nCn,which has
generating function
1
1− x− xy −
2x2y
1− x− xy −
2x2y













Then the diagonal sums of this triangle (A025245) begin
1, 1, 2, 5, 11, 26, 65, 163, 416, 1081, 2837, . . .
and have generating function
1
1− x− x2 −
2x3
1− x− x2 −
2x3
1− x− x2 − . . .
or
1− x− x2 −
√
1− 2x− x2 − 6x3 + x4
4x3
.
The Hankel transform hn of the diagonal sums begins
1, 1,−2,−12,−64,−64, 6656, 143360, 3342336,−105906176,−15837691904, . . . .




, n ≥ 4.
We can in fact conjecture the following:
Conjecture 26. The Hankel transform of the sequence with generating function
g(x) =
1
1− αx− βx2 − γx3g(x)
is a (γ2,−βγ2) Somos-4 sequence.
We note the following consequence of this conjecture: the (complex) sequence with gen-
erating function
1
1− x− x2 −
ix3
1− x− x2 −
ix3
1− x− x2 −
ix3








, n ≥ 4.
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1, 1, 2, 3 + i, 5 + 3i, 8 + 9i, 11 + 22i, 11 + 51i,−6 + 111i,−75 + 228i,−291 + 439i, . . .
with Hankel transform beginning
1, 1, 1 + i,−i, 3i, 2− 3i,−2 + 4i, 6 + 7i,−4 + 15i,−24 + 29i,−39− 15i . . . .
Example 27. The sums of the diagonals of the Narayana triangle associated to the Schröder
numbers begin
1, 1, 2, 5, 11, 26, 63, 153, 376, 933, 2331, . . .
and have generating function
1− 2x− x2 + x3 + x4 −
√
1− 4x+ 2x2 + 2x3 + 7x4 − 2x5 − 9x6 − 2x7 + x8
2x3(1− x− x2)
corresponding to the continued fraction
1
1− x− x2 −
2x3
1− x− x2 −
x3
1− x− x2 −
2x3
1− x− x2 − . . .
.
5 A special number triangle
Given the importance of the sequence A004148 [26], it is instructive to study a special triangle
whose row sums give this sequence. This is the triangle with bivariate generating function
g(x, y) =
1
1− xy − x2 −
x3
1− xy − x2 −
x3
1− xy − x2 − . . .
=
1− xy − x2 −
√




This triangle begins 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
1 2 0 1 0 0 0 . . .
1 3 3 0 1 0 0 . . .
3 3 6 4 0 1 0 . . .










The first column of this matrix corresponds to y = 0, the row sums correspond to y = 1,
while the diagonal sums correspond to y = x.
The first column is the sequence that begins
1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 6, 11, 15, . . .
with g.f. given by
1− x2 −
√











This is essentially the sequence A025250. Its Hankel transform is the sequence that begins
1, 1,−1,−2,−3,−1, 7, 11, 20,−19, . . .
(essentially A050512). This is a (1,−1) Somos-4 sequence associated to the elliptic curve
E : y2 − 2xy − y = x3 − x,
as it is equal to (−1)(
n



























, 21, . . .
20
are the x-coordinates of the multiples of z = (0, 0) on the curve E (see [2, 18, 36]). We note




1− 4x+ 4x2 − 4x3 + 4x4
2x3
.











The diagonal sums of this matrix have g.f. given by solving the equation
u =
1





1− 4x2 − 4x3 + 4x4
2x3
.
The diagonal sums begin
1, 0, 2, 1, 4, 6, 10, 24, 36, 85, 152, . . .
(essentially the sequence A025253). The Hankel transform of this sequence begins
1, 2,−1,−9,−20,−71, 161, 1478, 7839, 43759,−361640, . . .
which represents a (1,−2) Somos-4 sequence.
Thus the first column, the row sums and the diagonal sums of this triangle all have
Hankel transforms that are Somos sequences.
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